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18-58930

Suspicious
Incident

Rawlins Road

18-58888

Field
Investigation

Jungle Hut Road

58836-18

Baker Act

RP reported a suspicious incident involving a vehicle in the area that followed her
daughter yesterday. O1 took the family golf cart up to the beach and while
returning home a light blue GMC pick-up followed her. The truck was parked along
A1A and followed her down Old Moody Blvd to her residence. The driver never
made contact with O1 and left the area after O1 pulled into the garage of her
residence.
Deputies made contact with a transient who was sleeping on the sidewalk. The
transient was identified as O1, who stated he was from the Sanford area. Adrian
was transported to St. Johns County without incident. Warrant check negative.
Juvenile placed under a Baker Act.

58880-18

Traffic Stop

Whiteview Pkwy – Belle
Terre Pkwy

18-58978

Narcotics

Canal Avenue

18-58979

Baker Act

Knox Jones Avenue

18-58981

Civil Service

Sherwood Street

18-58957

Domestic
Disturbance

Sherwood Street

A traffic stop was conducted on a vehicle being operated by S1. Also in the vehicle
was S2 and S3. All subjects advised that they were illegal immigrants. Contact was
made with ICE who responded and took S2 and S3 into custody. S1 was arrested
and transported to the inmate facility for driving without a license ever being
issued and ICE.
Contact was made with S1 while she was walking on Canal Avenue with O1. S1
consented to a search of her belongings and she had paraphernalia and a
controlled substance (Zolpidem) in her possession. A 707 charging affidavit was
completed charging S1 with possession of a controlled substance, possession of
drug paraphernalia, and Violation of Pretrial Release.
Adult Female was transported without incident to CTTU.
Contact was made with S1 on Canal Avenue after he was involved in a Domestic
Disturbance. S1 was placed in custody for involuntary assessment reference.
V1 reported a disturbance with S1. V1 stated that S1 threatened her after she
refused to let him pawn a television that belonged to her. S1 then became upset
and made comments about wanting to hurt her and wishing she were dead. V1
completed a written statement but did not wish to press charges. V1 was issued
DV paperwork and S1 was taken into custody under an Ex-Parte order.

